ART. 136]
POTENTIAL AT A DISTANT POINT.
67
the position of any particle of the body, m its mass, (%, y, z) its coordinates, r its distance from the origin. Let (f, y, £) be the coordinates of the point P, OP = /, and the angle POQ = 0.
To generalize the investigation we shall assume that the law of attraction is the inverse /eth power of the distance.   We then have 1
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The first term of the series is
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Hence the attraction at
a very distant point is ultimately the same as if the whole mass were collected into a single particle and placed at 0.
To find a closer approximation to the true attracti^ji, let the"pomt^<9 be such that the second term of the series vanishes. This requires that 2mr cos 6 = 0. Since rr' cos 9 = x% + yrj + #£ this gives f2ra# + rfemy + fSmsr — 0 for all values of f, 97, f. 2%e point 0 will therefore be the centre of gravity of the body.
We have now to consider the Ijtiird term of the series. Let A, j^ptHbe the moments of inertia of the body about any three straight lines at right angles meeting in 0, I the moment of inertia about the straight line OP, then
2Smr2 = A + B + 0,   I = 2m (r sin 8)\
Writing 1 — sin2 6 for cos2 6 and making these substitutions we find for the third term
When the law of force is the inverse square and the centre of ' gravity is the origin we arrive at _MacCullagh's expression for the £
potential, viz.         V=—--]------------.---------L.........       /3\
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where If is the mass of the body.                                              X*
JT
|^/ Ex.   When the law of attraction is the inverse distance, the potential of a single particle takes the form C-mlogr'.   Prove that the potential of a body at a
distant point is              F= C
4/2
.(4).
136. If two bodies have equal potentials at all external points, their centres of gravity must coincide and their masses must be equal If the law of force is the inverse rcth power the bodies are
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